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Why are BIM Manager
Site Managers?
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Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

BIM Manager are digital for Construction?
That‘s exactly how it works as well. A tested BIM model can be 
used as a basis. This made it possible to identify collisions or as-
sessments at an early stage. Defects to be dealt with economical-
ly are done on a digital project platform.

Do digital Site Managers work alone?
Teamwork remains mandatory. Any specialists on site do accom-
pany construction management. With them the digital site mana-
ger receives information, photos, and problems. The BIM-Mana-
ger has extensive practical experience and prevents problems 
with checklists and tips.

Do digital site managers know fire protection?
Yes for every project. From flat roof drainage in the fire protection 
area or even electrical lines through smoke protection door fra-
mes. We identifiy early and will have them on record.

“Site managers don‘t have to be on site. Photos 
combine specialist knowledge and do save costs.„

>>

>>

 BIM Manager for construction
 management in a hybrid way

„You don‘t see what I already see?“



Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts. Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

Which trades do BIM-Managers know?
Numerous building types, including some specialist trades. Plus 
experience in nuclear and environmentally friendly technologies, 
architecture and structure. This delivers many goals.

>>

>>

Where may I see more?
Here you are - prepared for you.
Click the shutterboard or scan 
the code.

Where do Builders order?
Here you can. Click the trolley or 
scan the code.

 „Ventilation and ducting do very 
often need a proper wall.“

Film?

Order?

https://youtu.be/tdrP6EaTdMg
https://zebtec.co.za/en/bim-manager-operational/
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Zebtec™ BIM Managers can and know teamwork. 
There is no expert who can do everything himself. 
He sees context instead of just overlooking it.

Abbreviations explained

BIM - Building Information Modeling
TGA - Technical Building Equipment

MEP - Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing

Socially competent. Practical experience. Kind.

Trolleys do assist to reservate or order via click.

QR-Codes do find via tablet or Smartphone contact,
film or Information.

Shutterboards find film per click.

Milestones guide the way.
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